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Gurus
T

hey say winners are not born, they are made. But who makes them winners? 
Of course, the teachers, the gurus, the mentors and the coaches, who shape
their lives, strengthen their resolve during failure, cheer them after every
success and spur them through life’s unexpected ironies. The reason

champions don’t give up is because their teachers didn’t give up on them. Ever wondered
how teachers get the strength to shape our future? On this Teachers’ Day, our gurus share
their mantra on that one lesson which they have learnt from life, the people they adore,
idolise and the attributes that keep them going, especially in their classroom...

“Arise! Awake! And stop not until
the goal is reached”

Swami Vivekananda believed that all human beings if
they stayed persistent, could overcome any hurdle
with their potential. His golden words, ‘Look not for

success or failure. Join yourself to the perfectly unselfish
will and work on,’ has always kept me motivated when
chips are down. Swamiji was very particular about the

way we should work and had said: “Work incessantly, but
see something behind the work.” These are the guiding

principles of my life, which keep me going.

Human failings tend to kill the

confidence and possible capabili-

ties of any person. I have taught

my students that they rise from

their failures, re-attempt, and

rise again from their disappoint-

ments, for in a competitive 

environment, they need the 

confidence of rebuilding

ISHITA BASU, senior teacher, 

La Martiniere Girls’ College, Lucknow

I was fortunate to meet the fearless naval
women officers from INSV Tarini — the
all-women crew of Indian Navy’s sailing

vessel Tarini, who under Lt Commander Vartika
Joshi, led the first all-women Indian crew to
successfully navigate the globe. The team visit-
ed our school and interacted with us about

conquering the unconquered territories.
“When you have the will to do something,
nothing can deter you. We had the will to

circumnavigate the globe so nothing could
deter us… not even the vast ocean,” said team
Tarini. These words have given me unflinching
faith in my strength to achieve my dreams.  

Swami Vivekananda's 
pragmatism awakened me

Soldiers taught me
compassion

Mahatma Gandhi spurs
me to remain self 

motivated

Sri Sri Ravi Shankar
taught me humility

I had heard about our soldiers’ valour but a
personal encounter with them touched my
heart, when I saw a completely different side

of them. While travelling through the terrain of
Khardungla Pass in
2007, my 13-
year-old son
met with an
accident. I
rushed him to a
nearby army
camp. With the lit-
tle facilities they
had, they nursed
him back to
health. I was
touched by their 
kindness. 

Dr APJ Abdul Kalam’s
vision ignited my mind 

Rabindranath Tagore's
passion for learning

stimulated me
“Don’t limit a child to your own learning,

for he was born in another time”
Rabindranath Tagore

T hese words of
Gurudev
Rabindranath

Tagore have always guided
my life. His belief that chil-
dren should be given the free-
dom to express and his time-
less teachings have left an

indelible mark on my
mind. His writings have

time and again inspired
me, and given new 

direction to my teaching 
in school.

“All of us do not have equal talent. But, 
all of us have an equal opportunity to

develop our talents”
APJ Abdul Kalam 

D r Kalam, the former President of India,
always believed time is the most pre-
cious currency and our future is

decided by how we use that. He stressed on
treating every child as unique, called for identi-
fying their talent and creating opportunities to

nurture their talent and skills, besides
encouraging their capacities of inquiry,

creativity, and entrepreneurship in each
child.  A man with a vision and a great teacher,

I idolise him for his pragmatic views and follow
his teachings religiously.

By observing performance

and behaviour of my students,

I make an effort to identify

their passion and then create

opportunities to promote that

passion or talent by organis-

ing inter-class, inter-school

competitions. And it works!

SONAL NARANG, senior 

vice-principal, Anand Niketan,

Ahmedabad

All these years I have instilled the

‘love’ of learning, not just passed

on wisdom and learning to my stu-

dents. In every possible way, I

have inspired them to develop

their own thinking and draw their

own inferences. We cannot and

should not aim to simply transfer

our teachings to children. 

ANGELA FONSECA, teacher, Canossa

High School, Andheri E, Mumbai

I keep sharing this anecdote

with my students not only to

make them realise about our

soldiers’ humane character

but also to teach them about

the importance of being com-

passionate

SUJATHA GIRISH, Principal,

Daffodils Foundation for 

Learning, Bengaluru

In this digital age when trolling

has become a norm, I find it very

appropriate what Gurudev says.

So, when children come complain-

ing to me against one other, I

make them write something good

about a student whom they dis-

like. It makes them see a person

in a different light altogether

LALITA AGARWAL, teacher, 

Birla High School, Kolkata

“Be the change you wish to see in the
world”-Mahatma Gandhi

“Praising is a divine quality.
When you praise, it’s not
just for the person, some-

thing inside you expands, you
feel uplifted, lighter”

Sri Sri Ravi Shankar

T hey say, 
experience
is the best

teacher. Rightly so. I
too have learned from
my varied experiences,
which have been my
guiding light. I derive
inspiration from
Mahatma Gandhi’s
words, “Be the
change you wish to
see in the world.” It moti-
vates me to face challenges.

O nce, during an informal meeting with
Gurudev, a lady started criticising her sen-
ior. Gurudev gently said that one should not

talk ill of others. One cannot become better or
greater by pulling down others, he said. His words left
an indelible mark on my life. I realised criticising 
others is demonic, while praising is divine.

All women Indian Navy crew’s bravery 
inspired me to chase dreams without fear

I try to instill the same

will power and fearless-

ness in my students while

teaching, especially

among girl students, who

should never think they

cannot do ‘tough’ or diffi-

cult things

PALLAVI SHARMA, Principal,

Mamta Modern School, Delhi

I always advice my stu-

dents to change their own

‘self’ to see a larger

change in the society.

They should take the ini-

tiative on their own and

speak up for themselves

PRITI, teacher, Nasr Boys

School, Hyderabad

“Safeguarding the lives of  citizens,
even in adverse conditions with

minimal facilities is possible if you
have a compassionate mindset” 

PEOPLE WHO
INSPIRED OUR 

“When you
have the will to
do something,
nothing can

deter you from
performing the

act”
Team Tarini



When Mother Nature
Becomes A Teacher...

L ife would be impossible without
the gifts nature gives us freely. I
feel we all need to be ‘givers’.

Mother nature has taught me to give 
without asking for anything in return.

I IMPLEMENT IT THROUGH MAKING KIDS RECYCLE: Children are taught
to ‘give’, rather than ‘receive’. As a mark of respect to nature, every

year, my students paint cotton bags. They carry the bags to the market-
place where they ‘give’ a cloth-bag to all those who are seen carrying
plastic bags. This is their way of ‘giving back’ to nature.
AARTI PATIL, principal, Sadhu Vaswani International School, Pune

Heal Naturally
T

he fog lifts. The blizzards clear. Clouds break.
Hurricanes pass. A beautiful weather dawns.
Everything has a purpose. As a teacher of litera-

ture, nature attracts me. Nature is the greatest teacher and
an essential part of a child’s educational experience.

As the saying goes, “Nature
isn't a place to

visit. It is
home.” 

I IMPLEMENT IT THROUGH
POETRY: I teach my students
via poetry how to grab a
moment when you feel tired - to

relax in the lap of nature, and catch
the refrains of a birdsong. Nature poetry

can be appreciated for its sounds and rhythms
as it enhances the understanding of poetic devices. I

ask them to realise the urgent need to preserve
the serenity of nature, to not hurry, take a deep

breath and soak in its incredible beauty.
SHELLY G OJHA,

English teacher, Podar

Int’l, Chinchwad, Pune

I IMPLEMENT IT THROUGH GROUP ACTIVITIES:
A classroom is an assembly of different stu-
dents with varied ideas and perspectives,

but each connected to the other. I tell my students
how important it is to learn from one another,

build a community of learners, develop
empathy for one another and create an
awareness among them that we are all
connected.
CATHERINE THOMAS, teacher, Loyola

School, Thiruvananthapuram

How Organisms
Network

O f the many lessons from nature, I 
impart to students the idea that
everything is connected. Ecosystems

are a symbiosis of living organisms interact-
ing with the non-living, in ways that are

crucial for their survival. This is what
we call the circle of life. Every
action creates an impact on all of
us, which may not be visible. Each
one has a role to play in the larg-
er order of things. 

I IMPLEMENT IT THROUGH LESSONS ON
PUNCTUALITY: I like to incorporate the

lesson of punctuality in classrooms, because
time is precious and irreversible. Like the
saying goes, ‘procrastination is the thief of
time’. So being disciplined and punctual will
make your life easy and meaningful. 
CHITRA PRASAD, correspondent, NSN Group

of Schools, Chennai 

N ature teaches us how one should
stay rooted even as one ‘grows and
branches out’ in different directions.

It teaches us how miracles happen when 
we embrace change and how everything 
happens for a purpose. It shows us that
resilience can help one grow and develop new

life even after destruction. 

Grow In All
Directions, But 

Stay Rooted

I IMPLEMENT IT THROUGH
MAKING KIDS RECOGNISE
THE ENERGY AROUND US:

The earlier children are exposed to
nature, the happier and

healthier they become. Nature
shows you that there is energy

all around us. I make kids
recognise that energy, which

propels us in life. 
MONICA CHAWLA, principal, St

Joseph's Sr Sec School, Chandigarh

T he biggest lesson from nature is adaptation.
It tells us about the ‘survival of the fittest’.
You must be able to adapt to a variety of

situations. During Covid times, we all learnt to
survive amid lockdowns and sickness. This is what
nature tells us - be open to adapt to any change. 

Adapt, Survive, 
And Thrive

I IMPLEMENT IT THROUGH READING

BOOKS TO KIDS ABOUT NATURE: Take stu-
dents out in the garden and give them

books to read such as Robinson Crusoe by
Daniel Defoe, The Happy Prince by Oscar Wilde,
Merchant of Venice by Shakespeare. Then
engage in a conversation on how the ‘heroes’,
like nature, withstand all turmoils.  
T SIVARAM, librarian, SBOA Matriculation

Hr. Sec. School, Coimbatore 

I IMPLEMENT IT THROUGH TALKING OF
ROLE MODELS LIKE HIM: Simon Baba’s
story serves as an eye-opener to city-

bred children. They read about irrigation,
farming, crop cycles in social science lessons,
but lack a connect with real life. Through real
life stories such as Simon Baba's, they under-
stand how change happens at the grass-roots
level, and how rich the rural Indian talent pool
is, and how true leaders can make a difference
with the barest of resources.
SOUMI DAS, teacher, The Mother’s

International School, New Delhi

I IMPLEMENT IT THROUGH
TEACHING KIDS HOW TO
FOCUS: I use this lesson to
teach my students to con-

tinue doing constructive work
quietly, as the nature does, and to
not let the background noises
affect them during study or in life. 
DOLLY DHAWAN, 

PGT English,
G.D.Salwan Public

School, Delhi

I IMPLEMENT IT THROUGH TALKING TO
KIDS ABOUT RHYTHMS OF NATURE: I
tell my students, follow the rhythms of

nature and how birds migrate, saplings
grow and fruits fructify at their own pace.
I tell kids to listen to their own body and
set their own pace for tasks, just like

nature does. 
GIRIJA K, teacher, Chinmaya

Vidyalaya, Vaduthala, Ernakulam

Follow The Environ-Mentor
P atience and perseverance are the two most

valuable lessons nature teaches us all the
time. Trees teach us to be

patient as they grow so slowly that
it's hard to see the change. Grass
goes dormant when it doesn't
get enough water, and rebounds
when it gets enough. All living
things around us teach us to be
patient with what we are doing
and never give up.

I IMPLEMENT IT THROUGH
NATURE WALKS: I guide them
to enjoy nature through 
regular walks. I tell kids 

whenever they are struck with a 
problem, to look around them and
they will find answers from nature. 
DR MEENAKSHI BORDIA, 

educator, Cambridge Court World

School, Jaipur

Be Patient, You’ll Find Answers Around You 

She watches over you like nobody else; tells you to be kind and compassionate; narrates a story of
resilience; bears the brunt like a warrior and more importantly, she stands tall to set an example for you

Teachers talk about the lessons learnt from mother nature and how they use it in classrooms to foster a ‘rooted’ generation
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M other Nature taught us some of
the most valuable lessons during
the pandemic. Amid the

lockdown, when we were cooped
up inside our homes, we all felt
the silence in our lives. There
was a silver lining though - we
started hearing the nature’s
sounds that were earlier
overpowered by the hustle-bustle
of the city. We started paying
attention to what nature has
been communicating to us.

In 2019, I happened to meet Simon Oraon,
known as the ‘waterman of Jharkhand.’
Simon Baba, as he is called, has been sin-

gularly responsible for transforming acres of
barren tracts of land into a verdant paradise.
Right from his adolescent years, he has been
digging canals and ponds, and in the process,
has set up a network of irrigation channels
across his village and neighbour-
ing areas. When I asked him
what motivates him, he said,

“Insaan har tarah ka factory khol
sakta hai, lekin, anaaj, ka factory

nahin khol sakta.” (Man can set up all
kinds of factories, but not one that pro-

duces food grains). We have made huge
advances in science and technology,

yet it is the simple farmer toiling away night and day,
who puts food on our table. Simon Baba's lesson is
one that will endure forever.
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N ature is constantly telling us some-
thing, but we listen to her
only when we are in trou-

ble. Nature is our true home,
and she tries her best to get
rid of harmful elements creat-
ed by urban dwellers. Nature
revives unconditionally and
tells us ‘to slow down and
return to her what belongs to her
by replenishing and recycling’. 

Never Procrastinate, 
For Nature’s On Time 

N ature is the best teacher in the world. The Sun teaches us about
punctuality and discipline. It never fails to rise in the morning and
helps us to follow our routine without fail. 

Break The ‘Sound Of Silence’  
Tireless Toil Reaps Rewards
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Be A Giver, With
No Expectations
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THANK YOU TEACHER‘I never teach my pupils; I only attempt to provide the 
conditions in which they can learn.’

–Albert Einstein


